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deeply. Field's review thus serves to 

underscore how often Blake was a sub-

ject of discussion among members of 

the Wordsworth circle, and how much 

we owe to figures like Charles Lamb 

and Henry Crabb Robinson for helping 

to preserve the reputation of William 

Blake. 

Research for this paper was made pos-
sible by grants from the American Council 
of Learned Societies and the National En-
dowment for the Humanities. I am grateful 
to both for their assistance. I am also grateful 
to Jonathan Wordsworth and the Trustees of 
the Wordsworth Trust for permission to 
quote from the Dove Cottage Papers. 
Finally, I wish to thank Alexander Gourlay, 
Mark L. Reed, and Joseph Viscomi for their 
generous advice, without which the paper 
could not have been written. 
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John Clerk, Esq. 

David Groves 

In Robert Cromek's 1808 edition of 

Robert Blair's Grave, with designs 

by Blake, the name of "John Clerk, 

Esq." appears in the list of sixteen Edin-

burgh subscribers to the volume.1 No 

Blake scholar has yet identified this 

intriguing figure, or discussed his wide 

influence in artistic, literary, and social 

circles. Perhaps none of Blake's first 

readers were as paradoxical, irascible, 

immoral, or influential as John Clerk. 

Clerk (1757-1832) is now such a for-

gotten figure, however, that few if any 

modern readers will know of him.2 In 

his time, Clerk was famous as an Edin-

burgh lawyer and judge, and an art 

collector. 

It was almost certainly Blake's de-

signs, rather than Blair's poem, which 

led the 50-year-old lawyer to subscribe 

to The Grave. Clerk had studied as an 

artist in his youth. He had little interest 

in poetry, but for many years he con-

tinued to paint and draw in his spare 

moments. Several of his drawings ap-

peared in the Scots Magazine, and else-

where.3 Presumably Clerk found 

pleasure in Blake's designs to The 

Grave; in any event, the book was still 

in his library when he died.4 

With a personality like "crystallised 

vinegar," Clerk was notorious for his 

atheism, self-righteousness, and "drol-

lery": "It was impossible that he could 

be wrong because he acknowledged 

no judge in heaven or earth but John 

Clerk."5 Something of his legendary 

abrasiveness may be gauged from an 

episode involving his friend Henry 

Raeburn the painter, when they were 

both students: 
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One day John [Clerk] asked [Raeburn] to go 
and dine with him in his garret [above 
Parliament Square in Edinburgh]; On going 
into his room the landlady came in and put 
on the table John's ordinary dinner—four 
herrings and three potatoes—John got up 
in a terrible rage and chucked the two 
plates out of the window and turned about 
to the astonished landlady and said What 
for ye bitch did ye no bring aucht herrings 
and sax tawties . . . 6 

In later years, Clerk was wealthy and 

titled; he became "Lord Eldin," and a 

judge, in 1823. Although a bachelor, 

he had several children by different 

women. Once, accosted by two labor-

ers who demanded money on the 

grounds that he was their father, Clerk 

"grinningly drew out his purse" and 

said, "Weel, there's five pounds; and 

never let me see your ugly mugs 

again."7 

Despite his arrogance towards women, 

children, and the lower classes, Clerk 

was a prominent reform politician. He 

was a friend of the critic and politician 

Francis Jeffrey, and sometimes joined 

Jeffrey in public demonstrations.8 But 

he was far removed from the sober 

rationalism of Jeffrey and his circle. All 

reports agree that Clerk's temper and 

emotionality rendered him "not quali-

fied for the duties of a judge." Even 

after his promotion to the bench, Clerk 

led a scandalous, "Rabelaisian" exist-

ence, sometimes "riding down openly 

in his carriage to his mistress... or sitting 

carousing with the thief Maccoul."9 

Clerk's judgments in court became 

increasingly erratic, until public out-

rage forced his resignation in 1828. His 

final years were shrouded by some 

unnamed disease. He became "ungov-

ernably insane"10 and "quite imbecile."11 

Perhaps, in his last lucid moments, 

John Clerk reflected on the theme of 

Blair's Grave, and its accompanying 

designs by Blake. 

Admittedly these details tell us noth-

ing about William Blake. But they may 

help readers to appreciate the diversity 

of Blake's original audience, and to 

perceive more fully the social context 

in which Blake sold his work. They 

may also counteract slighdy the com-

mon assumption that Blake's work 

received little attention in contem-

porary Scotland. 
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